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EHS management is essential for ESG maturity. Learn how to go from EHS to ESG. Download eBook
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Chemical Management Software

VelocityEHS Chemical Management software is your chance to get control of your hazardous chemical footprint at the ingredient level. Know the location and quantities of your chemicals across your organization.



Request A Demo 











 




Velocity Chemical Management simplifies the tracking, labeling and reporting of your hazardous chemicals. It also promotes right-to-know compliance with SDS access on any mobile device.

Download Info Sheet











Chemical Management Software Core Capabilities
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Chemical Inventory Management
 Track chemicals and inventory levels across facilities.


 Learn More 



Learn More 
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Ingredient  Indexing
 Identify your ingredient level of concern.


 Learn More 



Learn More 
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Regulatory Reporting
 Cross reference your inventory against regulatory lists.


 Learn More 



Learn More 
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GHS Secondary Labeling
 Print secondary container labels on the spot.


 Learn More 



Learn More 
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Safety Data Sheet (SDS) Management
 Access the largest library of SDSs via mobile devices.


 Learn More 
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Right-to-Know Compliance
 Provide employees with anywhere, anytime access to SDSs.
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Chemical Inventory Management
 Track chemicals and inventory levels across facilities.


 Learn More 
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Ingredient  Indexing
 Identify your ingredient level of concern.
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Regulatory Reporting
 Cross reference your inventory against regulatory lists.


 Learn More 
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GHS Secondary Labeling
 Print secondary container labels on the spot.
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Safety Data Sheet (SDS) Management
 Access the largest library of SDSs via mobile devices.
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Right-to-Know Compliance
 Provide employees with anywhere, anytime access to SDSs.
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E-BOOK: Introduction to HazCom


Managing hazard communication (HazCom) is a huge responsibility, but also a great opportunity to improve workplace safety and become an EHS leader. Our free ebook covers the fundamentals of effective HazCom management, including getting a handle on your hazardous chemical inventory, managing SDS access for your workforce, and more.



Download Now















Benefits of Velocity

Chemical Management Software












GHS Alignment
 

	Access GHS formatted SDSs
	Print GHS styled labels
	Right-to-Know SDS access
	Offline mobile SDS access



 







Inventory Tracking
 

	Auto-updating SDS library
	One-click request for SDSs
	Cross-facility Inventory tracking
	QR codes & UPC labels



 







Regulatory Reporting
 

	Crosscheck chemicals against international lists
	Simplify EPCRA (Tier II, TRI/Form R), COMAH, CMP
	Track regulatory thresholds



 















Continue reading about Velocity
Chemical Management Software







Features & Benefits



Simplify Compliance

	Get 24/7 access to the industry’s leading safety data sheet (SDS) database including millions of documents
	Meet key compliance requirements of hazard communication (OSHA / WHMIS / GHS) standards
	Streamline hazard determination, employee Right-to-Know access, labeling, safe chemical handling, PPE, and more
	Eliminate time-consuming manual administrative tasks. Plus, there’s no software to install or maintain, so you get immediate access to new features and enhancements


Improve Chemical Management

	Get in-the-field access to your chemical inventory information whenever and wherever you need it through an intelligent UI design that adapts to any mobile device
	Improve chemical management with greater container-level control over the location, status, and risks associated with chemical products in your facility
	Quickly access and manage SDSs and chemical inventory information even while offline using our convenient SDS/Chemical Management app for iPad®, iPhone® (iOS9 and later), and tablets and smartphones for Android™ (4.4 and later)
	Easily perform chemical risk assessments


Streamline Reporting and Regulatory Cross-Referencing

	Identify products as well as ingredients that are regulated on various state, federal, and international hazardous substance lists
	Facilitate sustainability by understanding better the composition of the chemical products you use
	Simplify environmental and regulatory compliance requirements and facilitate the use of more sustainable and renewable raw materials










Challenge & Solution



Owning Your Chemical Footprint

How do you see the forest and the trees at the same time?

EHS professionals are getting tired of having to choose whose needs and what requirements get met. Employees require immediate access to specific chemical hazard information (e.g. SDSs), and an easy way to create labels or track chemical containers. At the same time, you need chemical management capabilities that streamline GHS compliance across jurisdictions, lets you quickly see the chemical footprint of your enterprise in real-time, and gives you the ability to block chemicals at the ingredient level from entering your facilities.

Unfortunately, with each facility or department acting as its own procurement office, there are just too many variables to control. Without a flexible system, trying to standardize chemical practices across operations, or moving toward environmentally responsible products via chemical substitution can feel like impossible tasks. Safety data sheets go missing. No one has an updated chemical inventory. And trying to track down the quantities of chemicals to cross-reference ingredients against local, state, federal, and international standards is a nightmare. It’s risk escalation at its worst.

Managing chemicals manually with paper binder and spread-sheet systems, or working with an electronic solution that requires your people to do more work than necessary, can actually make your job harder and move you away from compliance. Time spent tracking down missing safety data sheets, or inventorying chemicals in one place with pen and paper and entering the information a second time into a system back at a desk so it can be accessed by others, is wasted time. There is an easier way.

The Simple Solution

VelocityEHS Chemical Management capabilities, part of the Safety Solution on the Accelerate Platform, helps to ensure that every employee has access to the critical lifesaving chemical hazard information they need to work safely and efficiently. The thoughtful design of the software makes it easy to use and simplifies complex chemical inventory management tasks. It gives you the control you need to account for every chemical, at every location — down to the specific container in a specific storage location if necessary.

Accessible via the cloud from a desktop or any mobile device connected to the internet, you can rest assured that your safety data sheets are up-to-date and available to your people. You can get real-time chemical inventory information to know if you’ve reached the reporting threshold for EPCRA or other substance control lists. And you can get a local or global view of your organization’s hazardous chemical footprint so you can make informed decisions about compliance, workplace safety, and potentially safer chemical alternatives.

Our Safety Solution, with award-winning chemical management capabilities, is the recognized leader in chemical management. You get access to the industry’s best safety data sheet library, with millions of documents and over 20,000 new or updated SDSs added each week; powerful container management tools that make it possible to track containers across facilities using system generated labels; and an easy to use the cross-referencing engine that can provide critical insight into your local, federal and international regulatory responsibilities.

For an extra layer of security, chemical inventory information can be shared directly with first responders, so that they have real-time access to the information that will allow them to prepare and respond appropriately to incidents at your facilities.









The Value of VelocityEHS



Helping You Be Better

Our Chemical Management capabilities help you better manage hazardous chemical-related risks to your business, your people, and your environmental impact. With more robust labeling and reporting tools in place, you can spend more time focusing on your business goals. Our tools remove the day-to-day burdens associated with chemical hazard safety so you can focus on being a more effective EHS and ESG leader.

Delivering Value

Like all of our software, our Chemical Management capabilities were designed with continuous feedback from customers like you. This deep level of understanding of the complex challenges EHS professionals face has helped us create a Safety Solution that delivers the most value to you and your business. Our easily accessible platform and relevant cloud EHS capabilities – like Chemical Management – are more affordable, quicker and easier to implement, and provide the simplest user experience for you and your people.

Solving Complex Problems Simply

By leveraging our EHS and ESG expertise and knowledge of industry best-practices, we’ve created Chemical Management capabilities that provides the best user experience. Our simple and intuitive design means that you spend less time using the software and more time focusing on the overall safety of your facilities and people. We believe simplicity is paramount to your success.

Providing Personalized Service and Support

We understand that our success depends on your success. That’s why we believe it’s not about selling you software, but creating a supportive relationship with personalized service, support, and expert advice. Our Safety Solution and Chemical Management capabilities are backed by our team of experts to give you that personalized attention to help you achieve your safety goals faster. It’s this responsiveness that sets us apart and makes companies continue to use our software solutions.













The Accelerate Platform is

EHS & ESG done right.®












Insightful
 

Business intelligence & reporting


 







Helpful
 

Built-in guides & training


 







Friendly
 

3rd party Integration ready


 







Fast ROI
 

Accelerated time-to-value


 







Simple
 

All actions & tasks in one place


 







Informative
 

Auto alerts, emails & texts


 







Multilingual
 

20+ languages


 







Effortless
 

Easy to update & upgrade


 







Attentive
 

Committed customer support


 







Secure
 

GDPR & SOC 2 compliant


 













 


What our customers say…
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“Flexible, convenient, easy to use and explain to the employees. Great time saver over the old paper system that had. I am very happy with the experience; from building the file to the roll out to the employees.”


— Mike Fergurson, Corporate Trainer – Cope Plastics

















Stay Ahead of the Curve

We’re continually investing in breakthrough technology and best practices, creating engaging content, and supporting our customers’ efforts to use their EHS/ESG programs to drive sustainable change.
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The Importance of Control of Work on the Path to Maturity




Control of Work


Managing contractors, temporary workers and visitors, making sure they’ve completed the necessary training, and ensuring they have the proper credentials and permit… 



Read More
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Building Your JSA Team





EHS professionals know that completing comprehensive job safety analyses (JSAs) is vital to the safety of the workplace, but an important factor in the effectiveness … 



Read More
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EPA Adds New PFAS Chemicals to TRI/Form R Reporting List




Chemical Management


The July 1 deadline for Toxic Release Inventory (TRI)/Form R reporting is coming. Are you tracking all reportable PFAS chemicals? 



Read More

 




View More Resources
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Schedule a Demo Today

You’re not just buying software or services—you’re investing in a partnership that empowers your team to proactively solve problems and move boldly into the future.




Request a Meeting 
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